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Abstract: This work reported the impact of electric discharge machining (EDM) process parameters during the
machining of Aluminum-based hybrid metal matrix composite material. In the hybrid metal matrix composite, the
Aluminum 6061 is the base metal or matrix in which the Sic and Graphite particles are added in different weight
composition as the reinforcements. The experimental design was planned by using the design expert 9.0.6 software. The
pulse-off time, pulse-on time, peak current and applied voltage are the EDM process parameters and the output
performance is measured in term of SR (surface roughness), a cooper rode of 12mm Ø is used as the electrode. In design
expert, a mathematical model was developed to achieve a better performance (SR). From the experimental study, we
investigated that the SR is directly and mostly affected by Pulse-on time. By the process optimization, we achieved a
better condition of process parameters where we can predict a better performance (SR) for further study.

Index terms: Metal matrix composite, Surface roughness, EDM, Taguchi Orthogonal Array.

I. INTRODUCTION
Today in themodern era of industry there are lots of
materials with their individual properties. Composite
is one of those unique materials which is fabricated
by the mixing of discrete components
(reinforcement) into a continuous phase (matrix) by
which it procures a superior and differentiates set of
characteristics from their basic components
properties [1]. A Metal matrix composite(MMC)
consist at least two components or constituents in
which one should be a metal matrix and another one
may be a different material or metal such as
ceramics. When at least two different materials
(reinforcement) are added into a base matrix then the
composite is called hybrid composite. So the matrix
and reinforcement are the basic phases of a
composite, in MMCs the metal act as the matrix and
its main purpose to relocate and dispense the load to
the reinforcement. Aluminum, Titanium,and
Magnesium are the common and frequently used
matrix materials in MMC where on the other side the
Silicon carbide, boron carbide, and Graphite are
reinforced into different sizes and forms (short/long
fibers) in an MMC [1]. MMC has a superior set of
advantages such as higher specific modulus and
strength, thefiner effect at elevated temperature,
high-quality damage and fatigue resistance, good

wear resistance, lesser thermal expansion. To
machine these composite materials we have
traditional and non-traditional machining methods.
In this experimental work, we used EDM as non-
traditional machining process. Electric discharge
machining is a machining process to create deeply
complicated shapes in thecast hard metals. The
workpiece and electrode must be electrically
conductive and both are submergedin dielectric fluid
[3]. In EDM the electric spark is originated by
electric energy and the work material is eliminated
because of the thermal energy of spark. The high
tool wear rate is the main drawback of EDM. In this
paper, we consider the important feature of
machining Aluminum based hybrid Metal Matrix
Composite by Electric discharge machining [2].
Aluminum-based hybrid metal matrix composite
(ALMMC) has a wide range of application among
the others composites. In the present research work,
the optimization plays a significant role to calculate
the satisfactory parameters and enhanced optimal
performance. Many researchers have done their
different experimental work to develop the ALMMC
and used various techniques to enhance the material
removal rate (MRR), to diminish the tool wear rate
(TWR) and surface roughness (SR) [2]. In this work,
we calculated the effect of aprocess parameter in the
form of surface response i.e. surface roughness (SR)
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on electric discharge machining of aluminum hybrid
metal matrix composite. The main objective of this
experimental work is to find out the optimal process
parameters where we attain our desire performance.

II     MATERIAL PREPARATION
In this experimental work, a hybrid composite
material is used with Aluminum Alloy Al6061as
matrix phase, where the silicon carbide and graphite
particles as reinforcement due to their unique set of
properties. Brittleness and wear resistance revamped
by addition of the Sic particles and the graphite
particles serve as a solid lubricant so that to
minimize the heat effect during the machining [3].
This composite material is fabricated by using Stir
casting procedure [4]. To fabricate this composite
material two vertical muffle furnaces, crucible, a
stirrer and mouldare used. Aluminum alloy AA6061
as a base matrix was melted in a graphite crucible by
heating it up to 750ºC in an electric vertical muffle
furnace [5]. Liquidus temperature of the aluminum
alloy Al6061 is 650°C which is quite less than the
temperature of the muffle furnace. This temperature
difference helps in melting the aluminum alloy at
afast rate and reduces the oxidation level. After it,
the preheated particles of silicon carbide and
graphite with a weight %age of 8% and 3%
respectively were mixed into asemi-solid state of
aluminum alloy. Continuous stirring was done to
enhance the wet-ability of the reinforcements and to
avoid the particles to set at the bottom of the
crucible. The mixturewas then reheated to a
temperature of 750ºC to change the semi-melt in
complete liquid state and contents in the molten state
are then poured into a preheated metallic mould [1].
A copper rode of 12mm diameter is used as an
electrode.

III LITERATURE REVIEW
A. Adan. [6] Investigated both conventional and
non-conventional machining process to machining
the Al 6061 MMC. The result showed that the
surface roughness quality and hardness of
thematerial is directly affected by the machining
process and it also overripe the microstructure of
material, it was concluded that non-conventional
techniques are effectively used where no
microstructure changed.

V. Balasubramanian et al. [1] conducted an
experimental work on EDM at different parameters
to determine the optimization and performance of
AL MMC (Aluminum metal matrix composite).
Response surface methodology was used to prepare
the experiments sheet. They observed the responses
(MRR, TWR, SR,and CY) are directly affected by
varying the process parameters (peak current, T-on,
flushing pressure & particles sizes) and notified that
the mathematical models give a better result for our
responses parameters.

C. Velmurugan et al. [3] investigated the impact of
process variables (T-on, Current, Voltage and
flushing pressure) of EDM in the appearance of
responses such as MRR, TWR and SR during the
machining of AL MMC which reinforced by
particles of silicon carbide (10%) and graphite(4%).
They calculated the significant effect and
performances in the terms of responses with respect
to theprocessvariables.

J.K Pushpendra et al. [7] reported the superior
mechanical properties of AL MMC in comparison to
other metals and materials. They studied the effect of
machining of AL MMC during theconventional and
non-conventional machining process. They observed
the irregular reinforcement make a material non-
homogeneous and anisotropic in nature but by
genuine compositions, we make it better both as
technically and economically.

D.Shravani.et al. [8] analyzed Taguchi L9
orthogonal array technique. To examine the
outcomes of process parameters at their different
levels the Taguchi experimental design was
stipulated. They observed that Taguchi engaged at
least no of trails from the actual no of combinations,
in trails the parameters are arranged at their different
levels within a way to optimize the result.

P. Sharma .et al. [9] fabricate an AL MMC
(aluminum metal matrix composite) material by
using a Stir casting method and optimized the impact
of reinforcement addition into the aluminum matrix.
They used Graphite [9] and Si3N4 [10] as
reinforcements and varied the composition of both
reinforcements into various steps and certified the
manufactured composites by X-ray diffraction to
verified the element gap analysis. They also
calculated their superior mechanical properties at the
different levels of reinforcement [10].
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IV   METHOD
In this experimental study, we suggest the four
different factors (process parameters) up to their
three levels. Table.1shown the proposed machine
process parameters and their levels.

Table.1 Machining parameters and their levels.
Parameters Units Level 1 Level 2 Level 3
Pulse-on time µs 30 60 90
Pulse-off time µs 30 60 90
Voltage V 6 7 8
Current A 10 12 14

Figure.1 Electric discharge machine setup

This experimental work was carried out on Oscar
Max EDM machine (Taiwan made) shown in
Figure.1. The specifications of EDM machine are
shown in Table.2. In this experimental work, the
EDM oil is used as the dielectric fluid (specific
gravity – 0.763) in which both workpiece and tool
are immersed and it also sprinkled between the gap
of workpiece and tool. A fabricated Aluminum based
metal matrix composite (AL
6061+8%Sic+3%graphite) is used as a workpiece

and a copper rod of 12mm (Ø) is used as an
electrode.

Table.2 Specification of EDM

Pulse-on time 2-1800 µs

Pulse-off time 2-1000 µs

Current 0-120 amp

Voltage 1-16 V

Table size 1000 mm (L), 600 mm (W)

Tank size       1500 mm (L), 940 mm(w), 520 mm
(H)

Outside dimensions1720 mm (L), 1800 mm (W),
2610 mm (H)

Max. electrode weight 250 Kg

Max. work piece weight 2000 Kg

EDM machine has a various no of process
parameters whichdirectly affectits performance. In
this work, we consider four process parameters such
as pulse-on time, pulse-off time, voltage and current.
By fluctuating their levels we calculated their
response in terms of SR (Surface roughness). Only
Nine experiments were performed on AL MMC and
during each experiment, a hole cavity of 12mm (Ø)
diameter and 1mm depth were made.
Bothworkpieces and electrode are used in
acylindrical shape. The machining time was
calculated for each trial. An Insize surface roughness
tester model ISR-S400 shown in Figure.2 was used
to determine the surface roughness of every
machined hole.

Figure.2 Surface roughness tester
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The nine experiments which are performed they
were designed into Taguchi orthogonal array L9 by
using Design expert 9.0.6 software.  These nine
experiments display the combinations of process
parameters at where we calculated our response (SR)
which are necessary to improve the productivity and
quality.

V.TAGUCHI ORTHOGONAL ARRAY L9(3˄4)
Taguchi is one of the types of factorial design. In
this design different no of factors and their levels are
available. The Taguchi make our design more
flexible with less complexibility [8].  In this paper,
we use orthogonal array L9 to make a design from
the data. In L9 there are four parameters which have
further their 3 levels. A regression expression is
constructed in design expert 9.0.6 by using the
experimental data. The regression model is
represented as

Y = f (Pon,Poff,V,C)

This expression represents the relationship between
the response (dependent) variable and parameters
(independent) variables. Here “Y” is represented our
required response (SR) and “f” is represented the
function of process parameters. By using orthogonal
array L9(3˄4) the design sheet for experimental
work shown in Table.3.

Table.3 Design sheet
Run On-

Time
(µs)

Off-
Time
(µs)

Voltag
e (V)

Current
(A)

SR
(µm)

1 1 1 0 -1 4.49

2 1 -1 1 0 4.45

3 -1 -1 -1 -1 3.46

4 -1 0 0 0 3.63

5 0 0 1 -1 4.74

6 0 -1 0 1 5.03

7 1 0 -1 1 3.49

8 0 1 1 0 4.61

9 -1 1 1 1 3.40

6.       MATHEMATICAL MODELS
The mathematical models disclose the effect of
parameters on our desire response [11]. At here it
proves that the pulse-on time gives a significant
effect on theresponse (SR) as compared to other
parameters.

6.1 Surface roughness

The mathematical model for surface roughness is
shown in equation.1. This mathematical model
reveals that the pulse-on time has a relevant effect on
SR. By increasing the pulse-on time the SR is
rapidly increased and then linearly decrease.

SR = + 4.14- 0.65 * A[1] + 0.65 * A[2]…… (1)

R2 = 0.7680

The ANOVA (Analysis of variance) is another
technique to check out the second order
mathematical model [11] the final result is shown in
Table.4.

In this model, the “Prob>F” is less than 0.0500
which indicate that the model is significant.

Table.4 ANOVA for SR

Source
Sum of

Squares
df

Mean

Square

F

Value

p-value

Prob> F

Model 2.52 2 1.26 9.93 0.0125 significant

A-T-on 2.52 2 1.26 9.93 0.0125

Residual 0.76 6 0.13

Cor Total 3.28 8
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7.   EFFECT OF PROCESS PARAMETERS ON
SR
This experimental work is performed by using four
parameters such as pulse-on time, pulse-off time,
voltage and current. In this experimental study, we
consider that each parameter has their individual
effect on surface roughness. The pulse-on time has
aninteractive effect on SR which is shown in
Figure.3 to Figure.6. These 3D graphs are created in
Minitab.17 software. In these, all graphs C5
represents the response variable (SR) which is
plotted on Z-axis.

In Figure.3 the graph represents the effect of pulse-
on time (C1) and pulse-off time (C2) on our
response (SR). It clearly showsthat by increasing the
pulse-on time the SR is rapidly increased but after
continuous increasing in on time the SR is linearly
decreasing.

Figure.3 Effect of on-time and off-time on SR

Figure.4 shows the effect of pulse-on time (C1) and
voltage (C3) on surface roughness (C5). It appears
that the contribution of voltage to enhance the
surface roughness is almost negligible.

Figure.4 Effect of on-time and voltage on SR

Figure.5 clear that the effect of current on the SR.
The graph is plotted between the pulse-on time (C1)
and current (C4). It shows that at both high and low
value of SR is attained on the maximum level of
current, so the main factor which affects the SR is
pulse-on time.

Figure.5 Effect of on-time and current on SR

Figure.6 displays the Contour plot curves of surface
roughness.

Figure.6 Contour plot of surface roughness
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8. PROCESS OPTIMIZATION

In this experimental study, our main goal is to
minimize the SR. Here we attain the optimal design
parameters, but to improve the existing design we
have done optimization. By optimization, we get a
run which has a minimize the prediction variance
across the design. In order to minimize the surface
roughness, we optimized the equations using design
expert 9.0.6 software [12] at where the desirability
value is 0.941.

In order to get an optimal condition where we get an
optimized result are shown in table.6. At this
optimized condition, we get a minimum value of SR.
At the end, we compare both optimized result and
actual experimented result to verify the performance.
Comparison of actual vs. optimized is shown in
table.5.

On-
time

Off-
time

Voltag
e

Curre
nt

SR

Actual 30 90 8 14 3.4

Optimi
zed

30 30 6 10 3.2

Table.5 Actual vs. optimized values

Table.6 Confirmation result
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9. CONCLUSION
In this work, we machined a hybrid composite
material (AL MMC) in which we add the Sic and
graphite in different composition as the
reinforcement. The whole experimental work has
been done on EDM machine at where a copper rode
of 12 mm Ø is used as an electrode. An experimental
sheet is constructed in design expert 9.0.6 software
by using the available data. In all over experimental
work we investigated that the pulse-on time and
current both are the significant parameters which
directly affect the SR. There are three levels of
pulse-on time and current at where the second level

of pulse-on time is the most remarkable point
because at this level the SR is very much affected
(increase). On the other hand, the current is also a
significant parameter which enhances the SR value;
we can observe that both high and low values of SR
are gets on the high value of current (3 rd level). But
it reported that the high-value SR only attain when it
comes along with the second level of pulse-on time.
So the pulse-on time has directly affected the SR
because in pulse-on time the machining process is
performed while in pulse-off time the tool and
workpiece get their rest positions. By increase in
pulse-on time, we gain high material removal rate
and a poor surface finish on the machined material
surface. So by optimized the actual result, we can
improve the surface roughness of the machined
material surface.
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